
Common and Mutual Belief for Agent ModelingUllrich Hustadt?Max-Planck-Institut f�ur Informatik, Im Stadtwald, D-66123 Saarbr�uckenTelefon 0681/302-5431, Telefax 0681/302-5401, E-mail hustadt@mpi-sb.mpg.de1 IntroductionWe want to consider a dialog situation between a system and a heterogeneousgroup of dialog partners. In the following, we use the term `agent' for all partic-ipants of a dialog. Our problem is to �nd adequate representational means fordescribing the beliefs, goals, and plans of each agent. We assume that we can pro-vide a su�ciently detailed description of the knowledge base of the system, butwe don't have complete descriptions of the knowledge bases of all other partici-pating agents. However, we assume that there is a minimal amount of knowledgecommon to all knowledge bases. Knowledge required as a basis for producing asensible dialog belongs to this common part of knowledge. For example, it can beassumed that all the agents have the knowledge that saying \Hello" is a greet-ing and the starting point of a dialog. Another form of common knowledge wewant to model is that of stereotypes. A stereotype is a collection of sentencesassigned to members of a speci�c group of individuals. As soon as we assumethat an agent belongs to such a speci�c group of individuals, we can ascribeall the sentences attached to this group to the agent. I present an example inSection 2.Representational schemes developed in the �eld of knowledge representationare often employed in natural-language dialog systems for representing knowl-edge about the world. Such schemes are, for instance, formulas of �rst-orderpredicate logic, semantic networks, and frames. But these are inadequate forrepresenting the required detail of information we need.Hendrix [3] proposes to extend the semantic network formalism by parti-tions to solve this problem. The basic idea is to maintain a number of separatepartitions to store the system's beliefs about the world, the system's goals, thesystem's assumptions about the dialog partner's beliefs about the domain, thesystem's assumptions about the dialog partner's assumption about the system'sbeliefs about the domain, etc. Within each partition the standard semantic net-work formalism can be used. In the BGP-MS system [5] this representationscheme has been enhanced by partition inheritance which, for instance, allowsthe system's and dialog partner's mutual beliefs to be stored in a separate par-tition whose contents are inherited by the partitions containing the system's? Acknowledgments: This work is supported by the German Ministry for Researchand Technology (BMFT) under grant ITS 9102 (Project Logo). Responsibility forthe contents lies with the author.



assumptions about the world and the system's assumptions about the user'sbeliefs about the world.Knowledge representation frameworks based on the partition approach havebeen used in a number of applications, and their utility has been demonstrated.They are still widely used (cf. [5, 2]). However, they have restrictions.{ Partitioned semantic networks have no formal semantics.{ All reasoning is con�ned to one partition.{ The inheritance between partitions is implemented by an ad hoc mechanismwhich cannot be controlled by the knowledge engineer.The approach I propose here is in line with the modal logic approach ofAllgayer, Ohlbach, and Reddig [1]. The basic idea is to enhance a decidablefragment of �rst-order logic with modal operators for modeling the notions ofbelief, knowledge, and desires. To provide the initial knowledge base for agents,we support mutual and group beliefs, knowledge, and desires.2 Examples Using Belief ModalitiesThe language we use to describe individual as well as stereotypical informationis called Mod-ALC. It is based on the terminological logic ALC [7] and extendsthe language of Hustadt and Nonnengart [4] with the modalities 2m(m;C) and2c(m;C) . These are used for describing information about groups of agents andgeneralize those operators available in our previous papers.Before I de�ne the syntax and semantics in Section 3, I present some motivat-ing examples. Suppose our signature contains a modal operator symbol `believe'and agent symbols `Tom' and `Tim'. The terminological sentence2(believe;Tim) Tom 2 speeder (1)describes that Tim believes that Tom is a person tending to drive too fast, i.e.in our possible worlds semantics, in any world in the belief space of Tim, Tomis a speeder. The terminological sentence2(believe;Tim)2c(believe;speeder) (2cv v slow car) (2)de�nes that Tim believes that anybody Tim regards as a speeder believes thata 2cv is a slow car. In this example, speeder is a concept representing a groupof individuals. Such a concept is called stereotype concept. One has to be carefulabout the interpretation of the concepts speeder, 2cv, and slow car. Whereasspeeder is interpreted from the viewpoint of Tim, the concepts 2cv and slow carare interpreted from the viewpoint of a speeder. Furthermore, the sentence spec-i�es only what Tim believes that every speeder believes on his own. This form ofbelief is called common belief (indicated by the superscript c in 2c(believe;speeder)).If we want to specify that any speeder believes in addition that any other speederalso believes that 2cv's are slow cars, then we use2(believe;Tim)2m(believe;speeder) (2cv v slow car) (3)which describes a mutual belief among speeders (indicated by the superscript min 2m(believe;speeder)).



An example, for the use of concept terms build using modal operators, isthe following terminological sentence where speeder and nice car are interpretedfrom the viewpoint of Tim and bad car from the viewpoint of a speeder.2(believe;Tim) (nice car v 2c(believe;speeder) bad car)3 Syntax and Semantics for Mod-ALCWe assume four disjoint alphabets, the set C of concept symbols, the set R of rolesymbols, the set M of modal operator symbols, and the set O of object symbols.There is a distinguished subset A of the object symbols, called the set of agentsymbols. The set C contains two distinguished elements top and all which denotethe set of all objects and the set of all agents, respectively. The tuple � =(O;A;M;C;R) is called the signature.The set of concepts and roles is inductively de�ned as follows. Every conceptsymbol is a concept and every role symbol is a role. Now assume that C and Ddenote concepts, R and S denote roles, m is a modal operator symbol, and a isan agent symbol. Then C uD, C tD, :C, 8R:C, 9R:C, 2(m;a) C, 2c(m;C)D,2m(m;C)D, and 3(m;a) C are concepts.The set of sentences of Mod-ALC is divided into the set of terminologicalsentences and the set of assertional sentences. If C and D are concepts, thenC v D is a terminological sentence. If C is a concept, R is a role, and x, y,and z are object symbols then x 2 C and (y; z) 2 R are assertional sentences.Moreover, if � is a terminological (respectively assertional) sentence and if mis a modal operator symbol and a is an agent symbol then 2(m;a) �, 2c(m;C) �,2m(m;C) �, and 3(m;a) �, are terminological (respectively assertional) sentences.A knowledge base is a �nite set of terminological and assertional sentences.A note on notation: we use A for concept symbols, m for modal operatorsymbols, a for agent symbols, x, y, and z for object symbols, C, D, and E forconcepts, R and S for roles, and � for sentences.This de�nes the syntax of Mod-ALC. Now we provide the semantics. Inessence, we are using the standard Kripke (possible worlds) semantics adjustedfor our language.De�nition1 �-Structures. As usual we de�ne a �-structure as a pair (D; I)which consists of a domain D and an interpretation function I which maps theobject symbols to elements of D, concept symbols to subsets of D and the rolesymbols to subsets of D�D. The interpretation of the concept symbol top is Dand the interpretation of all is the set A = fa j I(x) = a ^ x 2 Ag.De�nition2 Frames and Interpretations. By a frameF we understand anypair (W ;<) where{ W is a non-empty set (of worlds).{ < is the disjoint union Um2M;a2A <am of binary relations <am on W , theso-called accessibility relations between worlds.



By a �-interpretation = based on F we understand any tuple (D;F;=loc; �)where{ D denotes the common domain of all �-structures in the range of =loc.{ � denotes the actual world (the current situation).{ F is a frame.{ =loc maps worlds to �-structures with common domain D which interpretobject symbols equally.The accessibility relation for mutual belief is de�ned by:De�nition3. Let = = (D;F;=loc; �) be a �-interpretation, =loc(�) = (D; I),m a modal operator name, and C a concept. The set <mm(C) is the smallest setS satisfyingS = f�2 j 9 a 2 A:<am(�1; �2) ^ I(a) 2 =(C) ^ (�1 2 S _ �1 = �)g:De�nition4 Interpretation of Terms. Let = = (D;F;=loc; �) be a �-inter-pretation and let =loc(�) = (D; I). We de�ne the interpretation of terms induc-tively over their structure:=(A) = I(A) if A is a concept symbol=(P ) = I(P ) if P is a role symbol=(C uD) = =(C) \ =(D)=(C tD) = =(C) [ =(D)=(:C) = D n =(C)=(8R:C) = fd 2 D j 8 e 2 D: (d; e) 2 =(R)) e 2 =(C)g=(9R:C) = fd 2 D j 9 e 2 D: (d; e) 2 =(R) ^ e 2 =(C)g=(2(m;a) C) = fd 2 D j 8� 2 W:<am(�; �)) d 2 =[�](C)g=(2c(m;C)D) = fd 2 D j 8 a 2 A: 8� 2 W :I(a) 2 =(C) ^ <am(�; �)) d 2 =[�](D)g=(2m(m;C)D) = fd 2 D j 8� 2 W:� 2 <mm(C)) d 2 =[�](D)g=(3(m;a) C) = fd 2 D j 9� 2 W:<am(�; �) ^ d 2 =[�](C)gwhere =[�] = (D;F;=loc; �).Note that 3(m;a) is dual of 2(m;a), i.e. 3(m;a)� is equivalent to :2(m;a):�.De�nition5 Satis�ability. Let = = (D;F;=loc; �) be a �-interpretation and=loc(�) = (D; I). We de�ne the satis�ability relation j= inductively over thestructure of Mod-ALC sentences:= j= x 2 C i� I(x) 2 =(C)= j= (x; y) 2 R i� (I(x); I(y)) 2 =(R)= j= C v D i� =(C) � =(D)= j= 2(m;a) � i� 8� 2 W:<am(�; �)) =[�] j= �= j= 2c(m;C) � i� 8 a 2 A: 8� 2 W: I(a) 2 =(C) ^ <am(�; �)) =[�] j= �= j= 2m(m;C) � i� 8� 2 W:� 2 <mm(C)) =[�] j= �= j= 3(m;a) � i� 9� 2 W:<am(�; �) ^ =[�] j= �



Let � be a Mod-ALC sentence with = j= �. Then we call � satis�able in = andwe call = a model for �. An interpretation = is a model of a knowledge base Kif it is a model for every sentence in K.So far we did not de�ne any special properties for the modal operators. Sometypical properties are2(m;a) �) 3(m;a) � (D)2(m;a) �) � (T)2(m;a) �) 2(m;a)2(m;a) � (4)3(m;a) �) 2(m;a)3(m;a) � (5)Similar schemata can be given for 2c(m;a) and 2m(m;a) . The axiom schematacorrespond to well-known properties of the accessiblity relations.De�nition6. Let R be a set of properties of the accessibility relations. Aninterpretation = is called a R-interpretation if the accessibility relation < ofthe underlying frame F satis�es all properties in R. We say a set of Mod-ALCsentences T entails � in all R-interpretations if all R-interpretations which aremodels of T are also models of �.4 ImplementationProviding an expressively powerful language for the purpose of agent modeling isnot enough.We also need a theorem proving method that is correct and completewith respect to the semantics of the language. For Mod-ALC, this can be doneusing the ideas of Ohlbach [6]. The main idea is to manipulate modal logicformulas by some set of transformation rules so that classical, i.e. �rst-order,proof methods can be applied.References1. J. Allgayer, H. J. Ohlbach, and C. Reddig. Modelling agents with logic. In Pro-ceedings of the Third International Workshop on User Modeling, DFKI DocumentD-92-17, August 1992.2. Afzal Ballim. ViewFinder: A Framework for Representing, Ascribing and Main-taining Nested Beliefs of Interacting Agents. PhD thesis, Universit�e de Gene�eve,Geneva, Swiss, 1992.3. G. Hendrix. Extending the utility of semantic networks through partitioning. InIJCAI'75, pages 115{121, 1975.4. Ullrich Hustadt and Andreas Nonnengart. Modalities in knowledge representa-tion. In Proceedings of the 6th Australian Joint Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence,pages 249{254, Melbourne, Australia, 16{19 November 1993. World Scienti�c.5. Alfred Kobsa. Modeling the user's conceptual knowledge in BGP-MS, a user mod-elling shell system. Computational Intelligence, 6:193{208, 1990.6. Hans J�urgen Ohlbach. Semantics based translation methods for modal logics. Jour-nal of Logic and Computation, 1(5):691{746, 1991.7. M. Schmidt-Schau� and G. Smolka. Attributive concept description with comple-ments. AI, 48:1{26, 1991.


